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Abstract

Hurricane intensity prediction and track forecasts are very sensitive to tur-

bulence within the Hurricane Boundary Layer (HBL). In the Advanced Research

Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF-ARW) model the effect of the sub-

grid scale (SGS) turbulence can be represented by varying the magnitude of

the model grid-size (∆x) and Smagorinsky constant (Cs). The effect of turbu-

lence on the hurricane intensity has been investigated by simulating Hurricane

Danielle (2010) using WRF-ARW model. The properties and characteristics

of the turbulence within the HBL has been investigated by a Large Eddy Simu-

lation (LES) of the idealised Hurricane using WRF. The kinetic energy spectra

computed for a high-resolution domain of grid-size ∆x = 62m showed that

the size of the maximum energetic turbulent eddies lies between 700m-3000m

and matches well with the estimated horizontal turbulence mixing length scale

Lh ≈ 750m − 1500m. Defining a filter scale of ≈ 1.5km matching with the

resolution of the current hurricane forecast models, the flow in the HBL was

spectrally decomposed into the filter scale and sub-filter scale (SFS) motions.

The SFS turbulent motions were then used for diagnosing the turbulence prop-

erties within HBL. The estimated Turbulent Kinetic Energy (TKE) budget

shows that shear production is the dominant mechanism for generating tur-

bulence, but it is also largely balanced by the advection within the HBL. The

magnitude of the gradient of the explicitly estimated SFS turbulence stress

tensor is two order of magnitude larger than that of the turbulence parame-

terization schemes. In general the parameterization schemes of WRF-ARW

model underestimate the turbulence effects on the resolved scale within HBL.

keywords: SGS and SFS Turbulence, TKE budget, Mixing length scale, Hur-

ricane Boundary Layer
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1
Introduction

1.1 The impact of hurricanes on human life

Hurricanes are the most intense form of tropical cyclones and major natural hazards af-

fecting millions of people every year. Hurricanes are associated with very strong horizontal

winds, and flooding due to torrential rain and coastal storm surge. Over the years, hurri-

canes have been responsible for injuries and loss of life, damage to structures, damage to

shipping and fishing facilities, erosion of beaches, loss of soil fertility from saline intrusion,

land subsidence, contamination of domestic water supply and destruction of vegetation and

livestock (Southern, 1979). Hurricane Katrina(2005) is often used to provide an example

of significance of hurricane-associated damages. The extent of damage resulting from

Hurricane Katrina, including the death of more that 1500 people and the displacement of

500,000 others and more than $100 billion in damage costs suggests that there might be a

high prevalence of mental health problems among those exposed to Katrina (Rosenbaum,

2006). The economic impacts of hurricanes are even more severe for developing countries

viz. Caribbean and neighboring countries. Furthermore, the societal impact of hurricanes

increases with coastal development - as the coastal population increases, there is even

more economic vulnerability (Emanuel, 2005). Besides their economic impacts, hurricanes

have also been responsible for the loss of thousands of human lives every year (Southern,

1979). However, better infrastructure, along with advance warning and preparation can

substantially reduce the loss in human life and civil infrastructure. Improvements in the

forecasts of hurricane tracks and intensities is a major part of the solution to avoid such

calamities and fatalities.
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1.2 Hurricane forecast

Hurricane track forecasts have been dramatically improved in recent years due to advance-

ments in scientific fields such as high speed computing, high-resolution numerical modeling

and due to the availability of higher quality observations. However, much room is left for

improvement in the prediction of hurricane intensity by these models, and in the structure

of rainfall predictions. Hurricane intensity depends critically on wind, temperature and

moisture patterns in the core of the storm and in the nearby environment. While errors

in forecasting the hurricane tracks have decreased by roughly 50% since 1990, there is

still much to be learned about improving hurricane intensity forecasts. The reason for this

uneven progress in forecasting of hurricane tracks and intensities is straightforward: hur-

ricane tracks are mainly determined by large-scale steering flows (tropical-easterlies and

mid latitude westerlies) that are increasingly being better resolved by global NWP models,

whereas in addition hurricane intensities are influenced by inner-core dynamics and smaller-

scale processes (Viz. fluxes across the air-sea interface,boundary layer convection, moist

convection and cloud microphysics) that are poorly resolved or parameterized by global

and even regional models(Benjamin and Zhang, 2013).

Additionally, the processes that govern intensities are inherently more chaotic and less

predictable than those that govern tracks. According to American Meteorological Society

(AMS) ”For the 5-year period 2001-2005, NHC intensity forecast errors are averaged

at 10 knots (5 ms−1) for the 24-hours forecast and 14 knots (7ms−1) for the 48-hour

forecast” (AMS-Council-March, 2007). In contrast to the improvements for track, the

mean intensity forecast errors have not changed significantly during the past 30 years

Fig. 1.2. Accurate predictions of hurricane intensities are strenuous tasks because of the

chaotic nature of atmosphere, insufficient observations and inherent deficiencies in the

numerical models.
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(a) Hurricane Track Error

(b) Hurricane Intensity Error

Figure 1.2.1: NHC- Hurricane track and intensity forecasting error.Courtesy: COMET

Programm, UCAR
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1.3 Hurricane Boundary Layer

As noted by many previous studies (Vickery et al., 2009; Schroeder et al., 2009), wind

characteristics in the Hurricane Boundary Layer (HBL) are appreciably different from wind

characteristics in the standard ABL. The Atmospheric Boundary Layer (ABL) is the region

of atmosphere near the surface where the influence of the surface is felt through turbu-

lent exchange of momentum, moisture and enthalpy. A hurricane interacts with the ocean

through HBL processes, obtaining heat and moisture, and transferring momentum to the

ocean in the form of currents and waves. Studies focusing on the turbulent characteristics

in the HBL indicated that the turbulence in hurricane winds is spatially better correlated

and the turbulent kinetic energy is concentrated at frequencies lower than are found in

the standard ABL (Li, 2012). These studies substantiated the need for a thorough under-

standing of the turbulent characteristics of the HBL, focusing on their differences from

the turbulent wind characteristics of the standard ABL. Ample observations across the

HBL are essential for interpreting physical, dynamical and thermal-dynamical processes,

and hence for the development of models with realistic capabilities for forecasting or sim-

ulating hurricanes (Zhang, 2007). Turbulent mixing is the primary mechanism for the

vertical transport of energy, moisture, and momentum in the boundary layer, yet it is a

process that must be parameterized in numerical models due to constraints in resolution

inherent in current models. These turbulent exchange processes are believed to be one of

the controlling factors of hurricane intensity; but these processes are difficult to measure

and characterize (Emanuel, 1997; Montgomery et al., 2009; Bryan and Rotunno, 2009a).

Therefore, a thorough understanding and knowledge of these turbulent processes embed-

ded within the HBL has become an integral part of hurricane research. There are several

different strategies related to HBL research, as explained in the following sections.
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1.4 Observational Studies

Turbulence within the HBL plays an important role in both air-surface exchange and in

the destruction caused by storms at landfall. The HBL has been until now the least well-

observed part of the storm due to a lack of in-situ measurements and because it is an

extremely difficult environment for aircraft reconnaissance operations and surface based

instrumentation to obtain direct measurements of the boundary layer structure due to

safety requirements. Although endeavours of taking direct measurements of turbulence

variables within the HBL had been made in the early 1970’s, as described by Tuleya and

Kurihara (1978), direct measurements of 3D turbulence within hurricanes are rare, because

standard instrumentation is not designed to function in extreme winds and rain. Very

recently the invention of research aircraft which operate safely at a sufficiently low altitude,

like the ones used in the Coupled Boundary Layer Air-Sea Transfer (CBLAST) (Black

et al., 2007; Zhang, 2010) field experiments, make it possible to take direct measurements

of turbulent variables, like wind velocity variances and turbulent momentum fluxes within

the HBL. The average turbulence horizontal mixing length near a hurricane inner-core is

approximately 750m, corresponding to a mean wind speed of 52 ms−1 and at altitude

≈ 450m as shown in Fig. 1.4.1.

The other presently available technique for analyzing HBL turbulence is remote sens-

ing. As described by Lorsolo et al. (2010), remote sensing techniques are able to reveal a

crude structure of the HBL turbulence kinetic energy. Two-Dimensional profiles of Turbu-

lence Kinetic Energy (TKE) were constructed, and revealed that the strongest turbulence

was generally located in convective boundary layer with values of 5 − 10m2s−2 in the

lowest levels, in particular, in the eyewall, the magnitude of TKE often exceeds 15m2s−2.

Figure. 1.4.2a shows the interpolated ELDORA radar reflectivity in Hurricane Rita (2005)

boundary layer which shows the presence of small scale eddies of the size of a few kilome-

ters. Also the flight measurement on 500-meter height for Hurricane Hugo(2005) shows

significant irregularity in wind structure which underlines the presence of turbulence in

hurricane boundary layer (Fig. 1.4.2b). A correlation analysis of RADAR data showed

that the strongest turbulence was generally associated with strong horizontal shear of

vertical and radial wind components in the eyewall and strong vertical shear of horizontal

5



Figure 1.4.1: Horizontal mixing length lh as a function of mean wind speed at flight level for all

flux runs in Hurricane Allen (∆), David (?), Hugo (o), and Frances (+). (Zhang and

Montgomery, 2012)

wind in the boundary layer. In addition to studies based on direct observations over water,

measurements taken over land are also used to analyze turbulence characteristics within

the HBL. Yu et al. (2008) estimated the wind spectra, cospectra and integral turbulence

length scales of tropical cyclones and hurricanes using the surface wind data collected by

the Florida Coastal Monitoring Program (FCMP). Their study showed that the turbu-

lent energy at lower frequencies is considerably higher in hurricane-strength winds than

those in non hurricane-strength winds. The integral length scale value estimated using

1-h averaged average winds is about 450m for category-2 hurricanes.

In recent years researchers are able to make unprecedented measurements of HBL

wind velocities and other meteorological variables using newly developed GPS dropwind-

sonde techniques (Hock and Franklin, 1999). Li (2012) characterized the turbulence

properties and estimated the integral length scales ≈ 300− 450m at 700m height using

GPS dropwindsonde measurements. These results suggests that both the velocity and

height scales used in the turbulence diffusivity formulation of current generation hurricane

6



(a) ELDORA Radar Reflectivity Hurricane Hugo(2005),(courtesy:COMET

program UCAR)

(b) Aircraft observation of Hurricane Rita(2005) at height 500m (Marks and

Houze, 1987)

Figure 1.4.2: Turbulence structure from observation
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forecasting models should be revised to take into consideration the special turbulence

characteristics in the HBL. An integral length scale which is a measure of the diffusion

of large-scale energetic eddies into smaller-scale eddies is widely used to model the tur-

bulence characteristics within the HBL. An appropriate estimation of the eddy diffusivity

or the integral length scale is very crucial in order to achieve better accuracy in hurricane

intensity forecasts. Most of the observational studies/techniques show that the estimated

integral length scale lies in the range between ≈ 300m to 700m below the altitude of 600m

within HBL, and it increases with height from the surface upto ≈ 1.7km within the HBL

(Zhang and Montgomery, 2012; Yu et al., 2008).

Despite all of this progress, comprehensive observations of the HBL have been es-

pecially hard to obtain, in particular observations of the small scale turbulent structures.

Lack of data drives modelers to use boundary layer parameterization schemes that have

mainly been developed for lower wind speed conditions. Modelers have typically extended

the boundary layer parameterization schemes far beyond their validated regimes, and lit-

tle detailed analyses of full-physics models results within the boundary layer have been

carried out. However, the observed turbulence characteristics and the estimated integral

length scale values have certainly improved our understanding and knowledge about com-

plex turbulence processes within HBL. One objective of this current study is to use these

limited observations/estimations to validate the current boundary layer parameterization

schemes.
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1.5 Modeling Studies of the Hurricane Boundary Layer

Understanding the very complex physical processes which drive enigmatic atmospheric

phenomena like hurricanes has been of much interest among researchers for many years.

Early theoretical studies of tropical cyclones (TC) focused almost exclusively on the dy-

namics of the moist convection and the kinetic energy of tropical cyclones (Yanai, 1964).

A steady-state axisymmetric vortex model proposed by Ooyama (1969) has been consid-

ered as a stepping stone for TC modelling because it was the first model to take into

account the effects of cumulus convection and boundary layer processes in the numerical

simulations of TCs.

Hurricane intensity is dependent on many conditions viz. the larger-scale kinematic

and thermodynamic environment, inner-core processes, and the cloud microphysics. As-

sumptions about boundary layer processes are particularly important to models attempt-

ing to simulate small-scale convection to mesoscale processes. The kinetic energy of the

large-scale atmospheric circulations cascades down to mesoscale and smaller scale eddies

through shear instability. The large-scale flow associated with the mechanisms of air-

sea exchange across the boundary layer necessarily requires such processes in numerical

models to be parameterized (Zhang, 2007). Simulating the influence of these small scale

processes (e.g. turbulence, air-sea interactive processes etc.) likely requires running a

numerical weather prediction (NWP) model at grid scales of ∆x << 1km so that the

fine-scale structures of the storm are resolved and a turbulence parameterization scheme

is no longer necessary (Yau et al., 2004). However, running operational NWP models

for grid sizes where ∆x is much smaller than 1km is still not a practical solution as it

requires a lot of computational power. Hence an effective and accurate parameterization

scheme of these sub-grid scale processes is important in order to improve forecasting skills

of numerical models with grid size ≈ 1km.

A recent study by Rotunno et al. (2009) revealed the importance of explicitly resolving

the turbulence within the HBL. They found that the explicitly resolved turbulence weak-

ens the radial gradient of angular momentum and entropy, which prevents the hurricane

intensity from increasing. As argued by Rotunno et al. (2009), the simulated tropical

cyclone is sensitive to the turbulence intensity in the HBL, which is, unfortunately, the
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most uncertain part of a numerical simulation. By conducting a sensitivity analysis of

the turbulence stresses on different turbulence parametrization schemes, this study will

indicate that it is critical to find an appropriate boundary layer turbulence model.

Due to the importance of the turbulence parameterization on tropical cyclone sim-

ulations, efforts are continuously being made to propose a more accurate and realistic

turbulence model. One recent study of (Zhu, 2008) involved modelling turbulence trans-

portation based on large eddies. Using the Large Eddy Simulation (LES) framework in

the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model, this study derived some coherent

structures relating to large eddies within the HBL. The simulation results support the

idea that large eddies exist in a mainly stable environment and that they can be repre-

sented by large scale organized up-drafts and down-drafts. Zhu (2008) found that the

organized up-drafts and down-drafts, or large eddies, interact with the sea surface, which

make the main vortex more intense than produced by the turbulence parameterization

scheme. This finding illustrated the need to devise a new parameterization scheme taking

into account the large eddy effect in a hurricane model with insufficient resolutions. Zhu

(2008) proposed a conceptual model, using statistical distribution of organized up-drafts

and down-drafts revealed by the LES, which can be potentially implemented in any widely-

used numerical model. Another pioneer study using LES to simulate the hurricane wind

is that of (Rotunno et al., 2009). It described a LES simulation of an idealized tropical

cyclone in a favorable environment. They discovered that the large eddies began to be

resolved only when the model grid size was below 100m. Resolved turbulence has a great

impact on the simulated hurricane wind field and its intensity. It increases the simulated

turbulence gust while decreasing the mean maximum wind. Furthermore, this simulation

showed noticeable differences between the resolved and parameterized turbulence, and

therefore called for a further study on the small scale turbulence characteristics of the

hurricane wind.
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1.6 Objective

A more accurate hurricane intensity forecast is essential for improving hurricane predic-

tion. The key issue of a better intensity forecast is to resolve or represent turbulent flows

in the inner core region of a hurricane using numerical models. However, current com-

putational resources have limited most operational hurricanes models to horizontal grid

sizes of ∆x ≈ 1km or more. While numerical forecasts at such resolutions can begin

to capture some fine-scale asymmetries in the inner core region, they are still far too

coarse for direct computations of three-dimensional turbulence, so this turbulence must

be considered as sub-grid scale (SGS) motions. Therefore, all effects of the SGS turbu-

lence have to be parameterized. Therefore important features of the numerical solutions

depend sensitively on poorly known empirical constants in the parameterization schemes.

Errors will be introduced in simulations if the SGS processes or the interactions between

the SGS processes and the resolved processes are unrealistic. The SGS parameterization

is one of the bottlenecks of numerical forecasts, and improving parameterizations is a way

to alleviate this problem. However developing physically robust parameterizations of SGS

motions has been proved to be an extremely difficult task. A better understanding and

thorough investigation of these abstruse dynamics processes and turbulent structure of

hurricane boundary layer is imperative.

The main purpose of this research is to investigate the effect of the explicitly re-

solved and parameterized turbulence on hurricane intensity forecasts using the Advanced

Research WRF (WRF-ARW) model. It is a first step toward improving SGS turbulence

parameterization scheme. In order to understand the impact of parameterized turbulence

on hurricane intensity, a real case hurricane Danielle (2010) has been simulated using

WRF-ARW with resolutions larger than 1km. The sensitivity of parameterized turbu-

lence on hurricane intensity was studied by varying the empirical Smagorinsky constant

Cs (related to the horizontal mixing length lh) and the horizontal grid resolution ∆x . The

properties and characteristics of the explicitly resolved turbulence will be diagnosed and

compared to the parameterized turbulence by using the high-resolution data generated

from the LES of the idealized hurricane. The goals of this dissertation are divided as

follows:
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• To investigate the impact of parameterized turbulence on hurricane intensity via

numerical simulations of a real-case Hurricane Daniel(2010) using the WRF-ARW

model.

• To understand the HBL turbulence characteristics using the LES data, including

ã Comparisons of SGS turbulence stresses computed using parameterization schemes

of WRF-ARW model, namely the 2D and 3D Smagorinsky schemes (2D/3D

SMG) and the 1.5-order Turbulent Kinetic Energy (TKE) closure scheme using

filtered data.

ã Estimations of horizontal mixing length scales and eddy-diffusion coefficients.

ã Analyses of the spectral characteristics of HBL turbulent flow, the spectra and

cospectra of momentum and heat fluxes.

ã Diagnosis of Turbulent Kinetic Energy (TKE) budget estimated using explicitly

resolved SGS turbulence.

Chapter 2 presents the simulation results of Hurricane Danielle (2010) and the sensi-

tivities of its intensity on the model grid size and the Smagorinsky constant Cs . Chapter 3

reviews the WRF-ARW LES results. Chapter 4 illustrates the spectral scale separation of

the LES data and compares the gradient of turbulence stress tensors computed explicitly

using the resolved turbulence and those computed from the turbulence parameterization

schemes using the filtered scale winds. In Chapter 4.2, the vertical profiles of turbulence

fluxes are presented. Spectral characteristics of turbulence within HBL are examined,

and the turbulent kinetic energy budget estimated using the explicitly resolved turbulence

within HBL. The conclusions and the future work are given in Chapter 5.
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2
Real-Case Study

As discussed by Emanuel (1997), the hurricane eyewall is major source of turbulence and

can be treated as a front. It has been assumed that there is a clear scale separation

between the horizontal and vertical mixing, and the vertical turbulence mixing in ABL is

typically dominant. This assumption may not be valid when horizontal grid spacing ap-

proaches 1km or less, and a fully three-dimensional subgrid scale turbulence closure should

perhaps replace the parameterized mixing (Wyngaard, 2004). As discussed in Section 1.5,

Bryan and Rotunno (2009b) showed that the hurricane intensity is more sensitive to the

horizontal turbulence mixing length scale (lh) than the vertical mixing length scale (lv).

They used an axisymmetric model, in which the intensity of radial diffusion (mixing) is

directly proportional to lh. They found that the radial gradients in scalars and velocities

are reduced as lh is increased, and weaker radial gradients are consistent with weaker in-

tensity, following the thermal-wind relation; that is, weaker radial temperature gradients

are consistent with weaker vertical wind shear (thus, weaker azimuthal velocity).

In this chapter we are testing this sensitivity by varying horizontal mixing length lh

for simulations of Hurricane Danielle(2010), a category-4 hurricane with the WRF-ARW

model.
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2.1 Turbulence representation in WRF-ARW model

In global to meso-scale models the effect of SGS turbulence is parameterized due to their

coarse resolutions. Most turbulence parameterization schemes represent subgrid-scale

motion using the turbulent eddy diffusion relationship. The horizontal eddy diffusivity in

numerical models typically takes the form of

Kh = l2hSh, (2.1)

where

Kh=horizontal eddy diffusivity,

lh=horizontal mixing length scale

Sh=horizontal deformation. The vertical eddy diffusivity Kv can be defined similarly. The

WRF-ARW model uses turbulence closure schemes to represent subgrid-scale effects.

These schemes are based in part on turbulence theory and observations. The Kh and Kv

can be evaluated on model coordinates (eta levels) as well as on physical (x,y,z) space

using stress and deformation tensors.

In the WRF-ARW model, vertical mixing is generally handled by planetary boundary

layer (PBL) schemes while the horizontal mixing is parameterized using 2D/3D Smagorin-

sky schemes. The 2D Smagorinsky scheme uses horizontal deformation to calculate hor-

izontal eddy diffusivity Kh by formula given below:

Kh = C2s l
2[0.25(D11 −D22)2 +D212

xy
]1/2 (2.2)

where,

Cs=Smagorinsky Constant(default value in WRF-ARW is 0.25),

Kh=horizontal eddy diffusivity,

D=horizontal deformation,

l=∆x=grid distance.

Comparing eq. 2.1 and 2.2, the horizontal mixing length scale lh is represented as

Cs(∆x)2. We can vary the horizontal mixing length scale lh by varying the value of Cs

14



or the grid size ∆x . While the 3D Smagorinsky scheme is similar to the 2D Smagorinsky

scheme but both vertical and horizontal diffusions are computed and they depend upon

the horizontal and vertical deformation and stability.
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2.2 Case-Study: Hurricane Danielle(2010)

Hurricane Danielle (2010) was a Category-4 hurricane. Danielle developed from a tropical

wave on August 21. The tropical depression strengthened and quickly became a tropical

storm eighteen hours after its formation on August 22, and it reached category-2 on

August 24. Also on August 24, Hurricane Danielle(2010) weakened back to a category-

1 hurricane, but it returned to category-2 strength on August 25. The weakening of

a subtropical ridge over the central Atlantic region caused a reduction in the forward

speed of the hurricane which resulted in a weakened wind shear which led to a gradual

strengthening of the hurricane on August 26. As the rate of deepening increased, the

Hurricane Danielle(2010) became a category-4 hurricane with peak winds of 135 miles

per hour (217 km/h) on August 27. Danielle slowly weakened in response to increasing

southwesterly shear ahead of a deep mid-to upper level trough moving offshore of the east

coast of the United States, and finally dissipated on August 30 Fig. 2.2.1. The hurricane

was the first in a rapid succession of eleven named storms, which ended in late September.

16



Figure 2.2.1: Best track positions for Hurricane Danielle, 21-30 August, 2010. Track during the

extratropical stage is based on analyses from the NOAA Ocean Prediction Center. Courtesy:

National Hurricane Centre (NHC)
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2.2.1 Model Set-Up

For this study, we used WRF-ARW model version 3.3. The WRF model is a state-of-the-

art, next-generation mesoscale numerical weather prediction system designed to serve both

operational forecasting and atmospheric research needs (http://www.wrf-model.org).

It is a nonhydrostatic model, with several available dynamic cores as well as many different

choices for physical parameterizations suitable for a broad spectrum of applications across

scales ranging from meters to thousands of kilometers. The dynamic cores in WRF

include a fully mass- and scalar-conserving flux form mass coordinate version. The WRF-

ARW model uses Arakawa-C grid staggering to compute the physical parameters. The

time integration can be performed by using Runge-Kutta 2nd- and 3rd- order methods

while the spatial discretization can be done by using the 2nd- to 6th- order advection

options. The physics package includes microphysics, cumulus parameterization, planetary

boundary layer (PBL), land surface models (LSM), and longwave and shortwave radiation

(Skamarock et al., 2008).

The model was integrated for 120 hours (5 days) with storm-following nested domains.

The outer most domain covers much of the northern part of the Atlantic Ocean Fig. 2.2.2.

The model is run using the quadruply nested storm-following grids with resolutions of 36-

12-4-1.33km and 35 vertical levels with 8 levels below 1km. The microphysics scheme

being used is the WRF double-moment six-class scheme. The Kain-Fritsch convective

scheme (Kain and Fritsch, 1990) is used for cumulus parameterization for the 36km and

12km domains. The Noah land-surface model and the Monin-Obukhov surface layer

schemes are utilized to provide surface forcing. The Rapid Radiative Transfer Model

Longwave radiation (RRTL) and Goddard short wave radiation schemes were used along

with the YSU PBL scheme and a 2D Smagorinsky turbulence mixing scheme.

The model is initialized at 0000 UTC on the 25th August 2010 when Danielle was

already a mature tropical storm. This time was chosen so as to avoid model spin up issues

with cyclogenesis, and to be able to capture the peak intensity phase. National Centre for

Atmospheric Research (NCAR) Ensemble Kalman Filter (EnKF) mean analysis data has

been used for initial conditions. The model has been initialized with the same conditions

18
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Figure 2.2.2: Domain set-up for simulating Hurricane Danielle(2010) with domain size

D01=36km, D02=12km, D03=4km, D04=1.33km

but the resolution and the parameter Cs vary. The following section describes the effect

of changing the resolution and Cs on the hurricane intensity and track forecast in detail.
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2.3 Simulation Results of Hurricane Danielle(2010)

It has been seen that observed and a model-produced measures of intensity are not directly

comparable (Kepert, 2006). The reason for this is that there are a lot of complex physical

processes that cannot be resolved or possibly implemented into numerical models, yet

are nevertheless of great influence in driving meso-scale phenomena. We have performed

several sensitivity tests on Hurricane Danielle(2010) using the WRF-ARW model. The

initial and boundary conditions are identical for all the simulations we performed, so any

differences in intensities and structures are attributable to numerical model settings.

2.3.1 Sensitivity to Model Resolution

It is well known that simulated hurricane intensity is very sensitive to model resolution.

Several studies have shown that numerically simulated intensity increases as the horizontal

grid spacing decreases (Braun and Tao, 2000; Yau et al., 2004; Persing and Montgomery,

2003; Davis and Coauthors, 2008), at least for grid spacing4x ≥ 1km. We examined the

sensitivity of hurricane intensity and track location on the model resolution by unvarying

horizontal mixing length; specifically, we use Cs=0.25 and varied the model resolution

from 4x=36km to 4x=1.33km by turning on the nested grids one by one.

As expected that the model simulations shows gradual increase in the hurricane in-

tensity as the model resolution increases from 36km to 1.33km. As shown in Fig. 2.3.1

and 2.3.2, the hurricane becomes more intense as the resolution increases. It can be

seen that when 4x=1.33km simulated Hurricane Danielle(2010) became a strong vor-

tex with a maximum wind speed Wmax '60ms−1 and the Minimum Sea Level Pressure

(MSLP)'930hPa. For ∆x=36km Danielle(2010) became relatively weaker with a maxi-

mum wind speed Wmax '47ms−1 and MSLP'944hPa. For experiments with ∆x=12, 4 &

1.33km, the intensification rate is higher than the observation or best-track data and the

intensity reaches to the maximum values earlier. It is also interesting to notice that the

MSLP’s are nearly identical when ∆x12km or higher, while the maximum wind speeds still

exhibit large variations among different resolutions. The wind-pressure relationship will be

studied in the near future. Figure. 2.3.3 shows Hurricane Danielle(2010) track forecast
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Figure 2.3.1: Hurricane Danielle(2010) Maximum wind speed Wmax(ms−1) for Cs=0.25
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Figure 2.3.2: Hurricane Danielle(2010) Minimum Sea Level centre Pressure MSLP(hPa) for

Cs=0.25

for all four experiments. The simulated track of Hurricane Danielle is not sensitive to the

model resolution in the nested domain simulations. They took almost the same path - a
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Figure 2.3.3: Hurricane Danielle(2010) simulated track for Cs=0.25

path which shows less curvature and is slower than the real/observed track.

2.3.2 Sensitivity to Horizontal Mixing Length Scale (lh)

The WRF-ARW model uses turbulence closure schemes to represent subgrid-scale effects.

These schemes are based in part on turbulence theory and observations. In the WRF-ARW

2D-Smagirnosky scheme, the horizontal diffusivity Kh is proportional to the horizontal

mixing length l2h , which is in turn proportional to Cs . Here, we evaluate the sensitivity

of the hurricane intensity and track to lh by varying Cs . Firstly, we fix the resolution

to 4x=1.33 km. The default value for Cs in WRF-ARW model is 0.25; but for our

experiments we have changed the Cs value from 0.0 (no diffusion) to 1.0 (the maximum

horizontal diffusion in our simulations).

Results in terms of Wmax and MSLP are shown in Fig. 2.3.4 and 2.3.5. We can

see that there is strong a sensitivity of Wmax to Cs . The simulated hurricane is very

intense with a maximum wind speed Wmax=73ms−1 and MSLP=912hPa when Cs=0 and

lh=0. On contrary, if the maximum diffusion is allowed with the horizontal mixing length
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Figure 2.3.4: Hurricane Danielle(2010) Maximum wind speed Wmax(ms−1) for 4=1.33km, Cs
varying from 0 to 1
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Figure 2.3.5: Hurricane Danielle(2010) MSLP (hPa) for 4x=1.33km, Cs varying from 0 to 1
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Figure 2.3.6: Hurricane Danielle(2010) simulated track for 4x=1.33km, Cs varying from 0 to 1

lh=1.33km by keeping Cs=1.0, the hurricane becomes much weaker with Wmax=55ms−1

and MSLP=948hPa. Figure 2.3.6, shows the simulated hurricane tracks for varying lh.

Again, there is a little deviations among the simulated hurricane tracks, but they are

also slower than the real track and the north-eastward turning is more gradual than the

observed track.

Strictly speaking, varying both Cs and the model resolution 4x will change the mixing

length lh. A set of experiments with combinations of different Cs and 4x have been

performed. The resulted maximum hurricane intensities and the forecast hours when the

hurricane reaches its maximum intensity are summarized in the following tables.

4x=1.33 4x=4km 4x=12km 4x=36km

Wmax hrs Wmax hrs Wmax hrs Wmax hrs

Cs=0.00 71.81 67 70.22 72 63.96 69 50.56 75

Cs=0.25 64.83 68 63.49 68 54.87 51 47.66 66

Cs=0.50 70.53 89 67.32 86 62.90 87 55.41 87

Cs=1.00 60.00 71 63.00 72 58.32 75 53.11 75

Table 2.1: The maximum wind speed (Wmax , ms
−1) and its forecast hours (hrs) from the

simulations that use different values for Cs and ∆x .
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4x=1.33 4x=4km 4x=12km 4x=36km

MSLP hrs MSLP hrs MSLP hrs MSLP hrs

Cs=0.00 911.8 71 911.96 71 912.74 72 926.11 66

Cs=0.25 929.57 57 929.67 57 930.14 57 937.39 90

Cs=0.50 932.03 91 931.90 90 933 93 930.76 93

Cs=1.00 944.32 74 944.37 74 945.43 81 943.60 81

Table 2.2: The minimum Sea Level Pressure (MSLP,hPa) and its forecast hours (hrs) from the

simulations that use different values for Cs and 4x.

4x=1.33 4x=4km 4x=12km 4x=36km

RMW hrs RMW hrs RMW hrs RMW hrs

Cs=0.00 38.03 67 24.33 72 33.94 69 80.50 75

Cs=0.25 40.53 68 42.52 68 24 51 80.50 66

Cs=0.50 76.64 89 73.53 86 64.62 87 80.50 87

Cs=1.00 47.02 71 64.50 72 60 75 101.82 75

Table 2.3: The radius of maximum winds (RMW, km) and its forecast hours (hrs) from the

simulation that use different values for Cs and ∆x .

We can see that increasing lh generally generates weaker hurricanes and vice versa.

The hurricane intensity shows bigger sensitivity to Cs when horizontal resolution ∆x is

small.

2.3.3 Dynamic Structure of Simulated Hurricane Danielle

According to axisymmetric model results (Emanuel, 1997; Rotunno and Bryan, 2012), as

lh →0, the flow becomes essentially inviscid. In WRF-ARW when lh →0, the maximum

velocity obtained is Wmax =75ms−1 when grid size is 4x=1.33km and Wmax =45ms−1

when grid size is 4x=36km. The Wmax = 75ms−1 obtained for 4x=1.33 km has greatly

exceeded the maximum value of the observed Wmax = 55ms−1. To understand this fur-

ther, we will examine the vertical structure of radial winds(Vr), azimuthal winds(Vt) and

equivalent potential temperature(θe), as the radial gradient of all these physical parame-

ters must be affected by change in lh. Specifically, lh increases horizontal mixing length

for turbulent diffusion, which yields weaker radial gradient of physical parameters viz. mo-

mentum, winds,temperature etc. Figure. 2.3.7 and 2.3.8 shows the vertical structures of

U wind component and V wind component on the south-north cross-section across the
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hurricane centers in two experiments with Cs = 0 and Cs = 1, hence they are indicating

tangential and radial wind respectively.
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Figure 2.3.7: South-north cross-section of U-wind component (ms−1) in simulated Hurricane

Danielle(2010) valid at 17Z August 27, 2010 with ∆x = 1.33km and (a) Cs = 0.0 and (b)

Cs = 1.0.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.3.8: Same as Fig. 2.3.7 but for V-wind component

We can see that when lh →0 the radial and tangential wind structures are more com-

pact. There exists a sharp radial gradient of a tangential winds which extend higher when

Cs=0. The strong inflow near the surface encounters the strong outflow inside the radius

of the maximum wind (RMW), which indicates a maximum convergence near the eyewall

and makes the hurricane more intense. On the other hand, when Cs=1(lh=1.33km), the
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large azimuthal winds do not extend very high and the RMW has also seen slanted out-

ward. The radial inflow layer is taller, but the convergence near the eyewall is much weaker

due to the elevated radial outflow layer. A stronger gradient in the equivalent potential

temperature (Θe) near the eyewall resembles a front as discussed by Emanuel (1997).

However diffusion is a frontolytic process; thus when lh=1.33km (i.e. Cs=1.0) the hori-

zontal diffusion becomes a significant factor reducing gradients in the equivalent potential

temperature and winds which eventually weakens the hurricane intensity (Fig. 2.3.9).
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Figure 2.3.9: Same as Fig. 2.3.7 but for the equivalent potential temperature Θe

(a) (b)

Figure 2.3.10: Same as Fig. 2.3.7 but for surface winds

Figure 2.3.10 compares the horizontal structures of surface winds at Cs=0.0 and Cs=1.0
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when Hurricane Danielle(2010) briefly became a category 4 hurricane. At Cs=0, simulated

Hurricane Danielle shows well developed eye with eyewall radius ≈20-25km surrounded by

stronger and compact surface winds with Wmax =70ms−1. Whereas when Cs=1, simu-

lated Hurricane Danielle(2010) shows comparatively weaker winds with (Wmax =50ms−1)

around loosely formed eyewall with radius ≈40-45km.

One particularly interesting structure, a concentric eyewall appears in the simula-

tion with Cs=0.0. The WRF-ARW simulated cloud water mixing ratio at ∼5km height

shows the secondary concentric eyewall for hurricane Danielle at forecasting time T-54hrs

Fig. 2.3.11. It is roughly at the same time the secondary eyewall was observed in real

Hurricane Danielle(2010). The concentric eyewall and the eyewall replacement cycle are

thought to change hurricane intensity rapidly. The vertical cross-section of tangential

wind also shows the second wind maximum outside the primary maximum Fig. 2.3.11.

Varying lh not only changes the intensity but also alter hurricane structures significantly.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.3.11: (a) Cloud water mixing ratio at height ≈ 5km and (b) south-north cross section

of tangential wind component when Cs = 0.

The numerical simulation of Hurricane Danielle(2010) showed that the intensity and

track forecasts are sensitive to both the model resolution (∆x) and horizontal mixing

length scale (lh). If the model resolution is higher, WRF-ARW produces more intense

Hurricane and vice versa, similarly when mixing length scale lh decreases the intensity of

the simulated hurricane increases and vice versa. The analysis of dynamic and inner-core
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structure of simulated Hurricane Danielle(2010) is also very sensitive to the horizontal

grid size(∆x) and mixing length scale lh. The Hurricane Danielle(2010) also showed a

concentric eyewall and an eyewall replacement cycle occurs when the horizontal diffusion

is turned off in the numerical simulation. In summary, the intensity forecasting of the

Hurricane Danielle(2010) has found to be very sensitive to boundary layer turbulence

parameterization and model grid resolution.
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3
Large Eddy Simulation

3.1 Introduction

In Chapter 2 we have investigated the sensitivity of horizontal mixing length scale on

hurricane intensity and track forecast by simulation of Hurricane Danielle(2010) with the

WRF-ARW operational forecasting model. We have seen that predictions of intensity

forecasts for Hurricane Danielle(2010) are sensitive to both the model resolution and

the turbulence horizontal mixing length. If the model resolution is higher, WRF-ARW

produces more intense hurricanes and vice versa. Similarly when lh decreases the intensity

of the simulated hurricane increases. The analysis has also showed that the dynamic

structure of the hurricane is also very sensitive to the grid size and mixing length scale.

The simulated Hurricane Danielle(2010) has also showed that a concentric eyewall and

eyewall replacement cycle occurs when the horizontal diffusion is turned off. A good

turbulence parameterization scheme that can faithfully represent the actual turbulence

effects in the NWP models is important to improve the accuracy of hurricane forecasts.

Hence there is a need to understand the effects of turbulence in hurricanes.

As we have observed in Chapter 2, the hurricane intensity and its inner core structure

are sensitive to the parameterized turbulence. Owing to the small-scale characteristics of

the inner core, using high-resolution numerical models for intensity prediction is recom-

mended. Most of the numerical simulations and predictions of hurricanes usually utilize a

horizontal grid size ∆ of 1km or larger. While numerical experiments at such resolution can

begin to capture some fine-scale asymmetries in the inner core region, they are still far too
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coarse for direct computation of three-dimensional turbulence (i.e. for large-eddy simula-

tion or LES). All effects of turbulence have to be parameterized and therefore important

features of the numerical solutions can depend sensitively on poorly known empirical con-

stants. Recent work using an axisymmetric model by (Bryan and Rotunno, 2009a) finds

a strong dependence of the maximum intensity of a hurricane on the assumed value for

the horizontal mixing length. Rotunno et al. (2009) simulated an idealized hurricane using

WRF-ARW in the LES framework with gradually increased resolutions from ∆ = 1.67km

to ∆ = 62m. In this and following chapters, we will analyze the turbulence properties

in this LES dataset, and evaluate the turbulence parameterization schemes in the WRF

model.

This chapter contains brief information of the LES followed by the overview of the

WRF-LES results and characteristics of turbulence within HBL.

3.2 Large Eddy Simulation

Since the pioneering works of Smagorinsky (1963), Lilly (1966) and Deardorff (1970),

LES has gradually become an important tool in atmospheric research. LES has success-

fully been employed in simulating a wide range of atmospheric conditions; from stable

boundary layers to clear and cloudy convective boundary layers. As such, LES enables us

to study processes and feedbacks in the ABL more accurately. Furthermore, as measure-

ment/observation data is scarcely available, it can provide necessary ’synthetic’ data to

validate less advanced or lower resolution meteorological models (Stevens and Lenschow,

2001). However, as LES only resolves the most energetic scales of the turbulent flow, it

relies partly on modelling the smallest scales of turbulence, introducing an uncertainty in

the outcome of the LES model.

In terms of resolution, domain size and the resolved part of turbulence, LES mod-

els are classified in between direct numerical simulation (DNS) and Reynolds averaged

(RANS) models. DNS completely resolves the turbulent flow by numerically integrating

the Navier-Stokes equations, and therefore no turbulence closure (modelling of turbu-

lence) is needed. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.2.1 where for DNS all turbulence, down to
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Figure 3.2.1: Percentage of resolved and modelled turbulence in DNS, LES and RANS models.

∆L and ∆R denote the typical grid spacing in LES and RANS models, η denotes the Kolmogorov

length scale

the Kolmogorov length scale (η), is resolved. In contrast, RANS model uses the opposite

philosophy, operating on scales such that no turbulence is resolved. Instead, all turbu-

lence is modelled and only the resulting mean flow characteristics are described by the

model. Both approaches have their pros and cons: By requiring no turbulence model,

DNS remains physically close to reality. The downside of this approach is that all relevant

turbulent scales (from the Kolmogorov to the integral length-scale) have to be resolved,

requiring a very fine computational mesh. In DNS, the required number of grid cells N

is by approximation proportional to the Reynolds number as N ∝ Re9/4. With a typical

Reynolds number of ∼ 108 in a convective ABL, this results in N ≈ 1018. In prac-

tice, this makes DNS impractical for simulations of the ABL. All operational forecasting

models are RANS models (e.g. mesoscale models like MM5, WRF, RAMS), and so all

turbulence is modeled. While this greatly reduces the required amount of computational

power, it requires physical assumptions and ad-hoc tuning of model constants, resulting

in a large uncertainty connected to the (partly) empirical closure of turbulence (Piomelli

and Balaras, 2002).

LES was introduced as an intermediate solution. With a coarser grid resolution than

DNS, the largest turbulent motions related to the production and transport of turbu-

lence are resolved, which only the smaller scale turbulent motions related to dissipation

require modelling. As a result, LES remains close to the true physical solutions of DNS,

while the required computational power is reduced and simulations of typical atmospheric
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cases become computationally amenable. However, this requires modelling of the sub-grid

scale(SGS) turbulence. While the contribution of the SGS turbulence to the total turbu-

lence is only small (10%, but often more in complex situations like a strong gradient near

a solid surface), it plays an important role in the cascade of turbulent energy. Therefore,

accurate SGS turbulence models are needed in LES.

3.2.1 Governing Equations

The development in both space and time of a turbulent flow is mathematically described

by the Navier-Stokes equations. The Navier-Stokes equations for an incompressible fluid

∂Ui
∂t

= −
∂UiUj
∂xj

−
1

ρ

∂p

∂xi
+ ν

∂2Ui
∂x2i

+ Xi (3.1)

form the basis for LES of the ABL, where Ui satisfy the continuity equations:

∂Ui
∂xi

= 0 (3.2)

In Eq. (3.1) and (3.2), Ui is the flow velocity in the i th three spatial directions (i.e., i=1 and

2 for the horizontal directions and i=3 for the vertical direction), Xi is the i th-component

of the body forces, whereas the major body forces are gravity and Coriolis forces), ρ is the

air density, p is the pressure fluctuation, ν is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid, t is the

time and xi are the spatial coordinates.

The idea of LES is to compute the mean flow and the energy containing struc-

tures/eddies exactly while relying on the model to simulate the small scale structures. In

LES, the scale separation and filtering are important in order to separate the mean flow

into resolved and unresolved scales. The filtering operation extracts the large scale (vs

small scale turbulence) information using the following relation

U i(x) =

∫
G(x, x ′)Ui(x

′)dx ′, (3.3)

where G is the filter function. The full velocity can be expressed as

Ui = U i + u′i , (3.4)
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where U i is called the resolved velocity and u′i is the unresolved or sub-filter scale velocity.

This decomposition allows the large scale quantities to be computed accurately on the

coarse mesh which can have much larger mesh sizes than required by the DNS. Because

the small scales are thought to be homogeneous and universal and are less affected by

boundary conditions, the model can be simple and can theoretically be used in many types

of flows. The most commonly used filters are the sharp Fourier cut-off filter, the Gaussian

filter and the top hat filter. After applying the filter to the Navier-Stokes equations (Pope,

2000), the LES equation can be obtained (Pope, 2000). The incompressible LES equation

can be expressed as follows

∂U i
∂t

+
∂U iU j
∂xj

= −
1

ρ

∂P

∂xi
+ ν

∂2

∂xixj
Ui −

∂τi j
∂xj

, (3.5)

where the SGS stress tensor τi j is

τi j = UiUj − U iU j . (3.6)

SGS terms are unknown term and have to be modeled in order to take into account the

effects of the small scale turbulence. Eddy viscosity, similarity and mixed SGS modeling

have been used and tested for decades. In these models, some studies assume that the

filter is applied implicitly and some apply the filter explicitly to the SGS term.

The classical LES modeling can be categorized into three main groups: eddy viscosity

models, similarity models and mixed models which combine the eddy viscosity and similarity

models. The eddy viscosity models express the SGS stress tensor (τi j) in the following

form:

τi j = −2νtSi j + τkkδi j , (3.7)

where the τkkδi j is the deviatoric part of the SGS stress tensor, and the strain rate tensor

(Si j) is given by

Si j =
1

2
(
∂U i
∂xj

+
∂U j
∂xi

) (3.8)

and νt is eddy viscosity which can be modelled in various ways. Most eddy viscosity models

are based on equilibrium assumption of the viscous dissipation which removes the energy

transferred from the large scales. The (Smagorinsky, 1963) is commonly used with the
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following expression for the eddy viscosity.

νt = (Cs∆)2|S|, (3.9)

where Cs is the Smagorinsky constant, ∆ is grid size, and S =
√

(Si jSi j). The magnitude

of the Cs varies for different flows. The advantage of the Smagorinsky model is that it can

imitate the energy dissipation of the small scales very well, however it overestimates the

dissipation near the wall and it is poorly correlated with actual SGS quantities computed

from the DNS. The Smagorinsky model works well for flow which is homogeneous, statis-

tically stable, isotropic in nature and whose mixing length-scale falls within Kolmogorov’s

spectra of inertial sub-range. The significant disadvantage of Smagorinsky model is the

dependency of the coefficient Cs on the flow configuration.
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3.3 WRF-LES set-up

The Weather Research and Forecasting model (WRF) is a numerical model designed

for numerical weather prediction of the Earth’s atmosphere. The WRF-ARW can be

used in an LES framework. This approach has been proven useful to numerical weather

prediction when experimenting with smaller than mesoscale phenomena. In the present

study, the high-resolution data has been obtained from a series of numerical simulations

of an idealized hurricane using WRF-ARW model with gradually increased resolution from

∆x=1.67km to ∆x=62m as reported in Rotunno et al. (2009). Here the high-resolution

data has been further diagnosed and analyzed, in order to study the role of turbulence in

the hurricane intensity forecasting.

The WRF model has been initialized by following a study of a vortex in an initially

moist-neutral thermodynamic environment (Rotunno and Emanuel, 1987), where the ad-

vanced level experiments were carried to study an inner core structure of hurricane using

LES. The LES framework in a hind-casting mode has been used by implementing a set of

multiple two-way nested domains of WRF to explicitly simulate a spectrum of scales from

large-scale background flows down to fine scale turbulent eddies. The model uses up to

six telescopically nested grids centred on the hurricane vortex Fig. 3.3.1. The outermost

Figure 3.3.1: WRF-LES Domain Set-Up
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domain has a resolution of 4x=15km. Each subsequent nested domain has a grid spac-

ing 1/3 of its parent domain. The parameters for all six domains are listed in table 3.1.

There are 50 vertical levels with grid spacing stretching from 60m in the lowest level to

1.2km at the model top, with model top at 15hPa. No cumulus parametrization has been

used on any of the domains. The moist processes are explicitly represented by the WRF

Single-Moment 3-class scheme (WSM3). For the coarse-grid (4x >1km) domains, the

Yonsei University planetary boundary layer (YU-PBL) scheme is used; while for domains

with resolution 4x <1km turbulence are parameterized using a grid-spacing dependent

eddy viscosity based on a turbulence kinetic energy equation (TKE). The ratio of surface

exchange coefficient for entropy and momentum Ce/Cd is effectively capped at 0.65 at

high wind regime. To maintain a moist-neutral initial state, the radiation schemes are

turned off, but a relaxation term is included in the thermodynamic equation to restore the

initial temperature profile in a time scale of 36h.

The initial moist-neutral environmental sounding profile is computed following (Migli-

etta and Rotunno, 2005). The initial velocity field of an incipient tropical cyclone-like

axisymmetric vortex with maximum lowest-level winds of 20ms−1, radius of maximum

wind of 82.5 km, and radius of zero wind of 412.5 km following the analytical formula

defined in (Rotunno and Emanuel, 1987). The vortex is evolving on a f-plane with f =

0.5x 10−4s−1 over the ocean with a constant sea surface temperature 26.30C.

Domain Domain Size(km2) Number of Grids Resolution(m) Time Step(s)

D1 6075x6075 406x406 15000 60

D2 1500x1500 301x301 5000 20

D3 1000x1000 601x601 1667 6.7

D4 333x333 601x601 556 2.2

D5 111x111 601x601 185 1.1

D6 37x37 601x601 62 0.37

Table 3.1: Parameters of all domains
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3.3.1 WRF-LES Result

The experiment starts from the 3-domain integration. After the initial vortex develops into

a mature and statistically steady hurricane, additional domains are telescopically nested

to test the sensitivity of the numerical solution to resolution. The intensity of idealised

hurricane in all the coarse domains except domain-6 became almost steady after 9 days

of the simulation. The horizontal distribution of the 500-m wind fields obtained from the

WRF-ARW LES has shown in Fig. 3.3.2. In domain-3, the region of strongest winds in

the inner core is rather broad and Vmax barely exceeds 60ms−1. The vortex contains a

modest asymmetry but is generally axisymmetric. The vortex strengthens remarkably in

domain 4 and 5, yet still retains its nearly axisymmetric character. It has seen that the

maximum wind increases as the resolution increases from D3-D5.

(a) Radial Winds (b) Azimuthal Winds

Figure 3.3.2: Winds for domain width ∆x = 1670M,∆x = 556M,∆x = 185M and ∆x = 62M

respectively

At ∆x = 62m i.e. in domain-6, a distinct change occurs with the flow structure char-

acterized by vigorous, small-scale eddies within the annulus of strong winds with maximum

wind speed ≈ 122ms−1. The marked change in wind structure suggests a transition to

randomly distributed, small-scale turbulent eddies when the grid-size is decreased from
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185m to 62m. The significant increase in maximum wind variability for domain-6 is in-

dicative of the short lifetime of these turbulent eddies. This is confirmed by a 1-minute

average wind speed for 9.75 days, which almost completely removes the small-scale vari-

ations and reduces the maximum winds to 79ms−1. Clearly, the LES of hurricane core

strongly suggests that passing to a sub 100m grid produces a partially resolved turbulence

in the inner core of idealized hurricane.

The large eddy simulation of the idealized hurricane shows the dependency of the

hurricane intensity and inner core structure on the model resolution and resolved turbu-

lent eddies (Bryan and Rotunno, 2009b). It is found that the model produces energetic

turbulent eddies when the grid interval falls below approximately 100m. The results also

suggest that it is necessary to properly model subgrid-scale turbulence, when the resolu-

tion is high, but not high enough to resolve all turbulent eddies. In short, the larger the

turbulent diffusion, the weaker the intensity of the simulated vortex. This dependence un-

derlines the quantitative importance of the internal turbulent diffusion in a tropical cyclone

(about which little is known) for both high-resolution numerical simulations and real-time

predictions of tropical-cyclone intensity.
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3.4 Spectral characteristics of HBL

The major goal in the development of any NWP model is to maximize model efficiency,

where efficiency is defined as the accuracy of the solution relative to the cost of numerical

integration. Global forecast models and climate models generally reproduce the large-

scale K−3H spectral characteristics i.e. characteristic of 2D turbulence, and transition to a

K
−5/3
H dependence in the mesoscale which is a characteristic of 3D turbulence (Laursen

and Eliasen, 1989). Observations and theoretical studies appear to conclude that the

turbulent flows in the HBL can be thought of as a superposition of coherent eddy pattern

of velocity, vorticity and pressure spread over wide range of scales (Kaimal and Finnigan,

1994). These multiscale eddies interact constantly with the mean flow by exchanging

energy and momentum. Different scales of turbulent motion must be isolated in order to

understand the conversion of mean kinetic energy into turbulent kinetic energy in the large

eddies, energy cascading and conversion to heat by viscosity (Stull, 1988). This could

be achieved via spectra and cospectra of the turbulent variances and fluxes to determine

the dominant contributing scales in the evolution of the mean flow. The study of spectra

and cospectra can also reveal information about the overall boundary-layer structure and

dynamics.

3.4.1 Kinetic Energy Spectra

The turbulence energy fluctuation may be viewed as a superposition of eddies, each char-

acterized by a wavenumber K = 2π/λ, where λ is the wavelength. The total kinetic

energy of the turbulent motion may, correspondingly, be regarded as a sum of contri-

butions by each of the eddies of the flow. The function representing the dependence

upon wavenumber of these energy contributions is defined as the energy spectrum of the

turbulent motion.

In wind, larger or low-frequency eddies generate turbulent energy and smaller or high-

frequency eddies dissipate it through eddy viscosity/diffusivity. This phenomenon is re-

ferred to as the energy cascade, which consists of three major spectral regions. In the
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lower frequency range, energy is produced by buoyancy and shear. In the highest fre-

quency range, kinetic energy is converted into internal energy (viscous dissipation). In the

intermediate or inertial subrange, energy is neither produced nor dissipated if the flow is

horizontally homogeneous and neutrally stratified (Kaimal et al., 1972).

Power spectral analysis of the winds are useful in determining temporal (in terms of

the frequency) and spatial (in terms of the wavenumber (K) or wavelength (λ)) scales of

the turbulence. The kinetic energy spectra have been computed on every model level using

a 2D Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT2, Denis et al. (2002)). We first transform three

velocity components (u, v, and w) into a 2D spectral space, then the kinetic energy spectra

was computed in the 2D spectral space. The 1D spectra were obtained by averaging the

2D spectra according to their total wavenumbers.
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Figure 3.4.1: Kinetic energy spectra for all the domains at height Z=120m

Figure. 3.4.1, shows the kinetic energy spectra generated using the simulation data

with the grid resolution of 1667m, 556m, 185m, and 62m respectively. The power spectra
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begins to appear as a turbulent flow with Kolmogorov-Kraichnam scaling with constant

slope ofK−5/3 at model resolution ∆x = 62m. The domains with grid-size ∆x = 185m and

∆x = 556m have a shallower K−5/3 slope which indicates a smaller spectral range under

the inertial subrange. As well, a coarser resolution domain with grid size ∆x = 1.67km

does not show any sign of an inertial subrange region. The LES kinetic energy spectrum

has a kink at about a λ = 3km wavelength which has been significantly under-estimated in

the coarser resolution simulation with grid size ∆x = 1.67km and ∆x = 556m respectively.

The WRF-LES model have been able to resolve the large energetic turbulent eddies

which are homogeneous, isotropic and statistically steady in nature if the model resolution

is ∼ ∆62m, but failed to capture an inertial subrange and turbulent eddies when the

grid resolution is coarser ∼ ∆x > 180m. It can be inferred that the operational weather

forecasting models with horizontal resolution ∼ ∆x = 1.67km are not adequate for the

subgrid scale models to be appropriate.

3.4.2 Spectral characteristics

All the physical fields computed by WRF-ARW model are multidimensional, and multidi-

mensional transforms are most often used for their decomposition. An spectral decom-

position approach such as DCT as described in Denis et al. (2002) has been typically

employed to collapse results from a 3D or 2D transform to a single dimension by integrat-

ing the energy density over shells in the wavenumber space. In this study the cospectral

has been computed for the finest domain with resolution 4x=62m.

The spectra of radial(Suu), azimuthal Svv and vertical Sww winds are generated using

WRF-LES data. Figure 3.4.2 shows the spectra of kinetic energy spectra from three wind

components plotted as a function of wavenumber(K) approximately at height 100m above

the surface; the spectra follow Kolmogorov’s K
−5/3
H universal law; conforming that the

Monin-Obukov similarity theory works well for the wind velocity spectra in the hurricane

boundary layer.

The region of turbulence energy spectra which comes under K
−5/3
H slope follows the

wavelengths range from ∼500m-3000m. The spectra estimated using WRF-LES output

also matches well with wind spectra obtained within HBL for hurricane Fabian(2003) and
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Figure 3.4.2: Cospectra of u′u′, v ′v ′ and w ′w ′ momentum fluxes (unit: m2s−2) follows K
−5/3
H

slope.

Isabel(2003) in the CBLAST experiment (Zhang, 2010). All three decomposed energy

spectra of u,v and w follows Kolmogorov K
−5/3
H law very well and shows a spectral energy

peak almost in the same wavenumbers range for azimuthal and radial winds. The vertical

winds (w) are showing the K
−5/3
H spectral slope but slightly in the higher wavenumber

range compared to the horizontal winds and consistent with the studies done by Rotunno

et al. (2009) about the 3D turbulence nature of HBL. The vertical winds are slightly

weaker in strength than the horizontal winds within the HBL and it shows the spectral

peak at slightly higher wavenumber(K) compared to the horizontal winds.

Figure 3.4.3, shows WRF-LES generated cospectra for Suw and Svw momentum fluxes
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which are showing almost the same peak wavelength of ∼900m. This indicates that the

scale of the dominant eddies transporting momentum are present in inertial subrange re-

gion of the turbulent spectra with size ranging from few hundred meters to 3km. These

dominant eddies are playing a crucial role in hurricane intensification by cascading turbu-

lent energy downscale from the large eddies to small-scale eddies concluding in eventual

eddy destruction through viscous dissipation. These dominant eddies need to be resolved

correctly and parameterized accurately in operational NWP models for better hurricane

intensity forecast.
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Figure 3.4.3: cospectra of v ′w ′ and u′w ′ momentum fluxes (unit: m2s−2) follows K
−5/3
H slope

Figure 3.4.4, shows the spectral behavior of vertical fluxes of potential temperature

and humidity. Humidity and potential temperature spectra show almost similar shapes

as those of the momentum flux spectra. The potential temperature and humidity flux

spectra show the same broad range of energy containing eddies with nearly no sign of

clear inertial subrange. This makes it difficult to identify the peak wavelength flux.

The inability of current operational forecasting models to capture the effects of tur-

bulence through SGS turbulence parameterization schemes is believed to be a significant

factor in the lack of accuracy of current hurricane intensity predictions. It is necessary

therefore to review or modify current SGS turbulence parameterization schemes for use

with coarser domains.
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Figure 3.4.4: cospectra of w ′θ′v (unit: Kms−1)and w ′q′v (unit: gkg−1ms−1) momentum flux

respectively
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4
Sub-Filter-Scale (SFS) Turbulence and

Characteristics

In chapter 3, we saw that the SGS turbulence parameterization schemes in current op-

erational forecasting models may not be able to represent the effect of SGS turbulence

accurately. In this chapter we will investigate the influence of SGS turbulence parameteri-

zation schemes in the WRF-ARW model on the hurricane intensity forecasting by compar-

ing SGS turbulence computed using parameterization schemes (viz. 2D-3D Smagorinsky

scheme and 1.5 order TKE closure) with the explicitly computed sub-filter scale (SFS)

turbulence.

4.1 Scale separation

To examine the effect of turbulence explicitly on the evolution of mean flow we spa-

tially separated the velocity and the scalar meteorological fields into a resolved scale and

sub-filter scale. Spatial filters provide ways to separate atmospheric fields based on the

definition of certain wave number ranges. There are several methods to employ spatial

filtering, for instance Fourier filtering, the discrete cosine transform(DCT), and digital

filters. These different methods are characterized by different levels of performances and

usability depending on the application. The discrete cosine-filter method has advantages

in describing spatial trends but suffers from artificial wavy contributions (Denis et al.,

2002). Digital filters operate within a finite base and can be constructed flexibly but have

the disadvantage of being less effective in scale separation than Fourier filters (Feser and
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von Storch, 2005; Shapiro, 1975). With respect to the frequency characteristics, the

applied filter range determines the temporal and spatial features that will be identified.

For a low-pass filter, the long waves will be retained, whereas a high-pass filter will remove

contributions of long waves and short-wave systems will be conserved. Spatial filters are

often applied in the context of storm or cyclone identification to remove the influence

of atmospheric large-scale circulation, i.e. the planetary waves (Hoskins and Hodges,

2002; Anderson et al., 2003) or to select the spatial scales of interests, especially for

tracking mesoscale and small-scale lows. To separate the flow spectrally, spatial filters

are used to extract mesoscale features from the full fields. In the current study, we have

used the discrete cosine transform (DCT) based on the discrete Fourier transform with a

symmetrization process (Denis et al., 2002).

When the Fourier cut-off filter is applied over a limited area, it shows the problems

associated with trend-contaminated time series, related to artificially adding wave contri-

butions (Denis et al., 2002; Feser and von Storch, 2005). This results in the destruction

of the normal spectrum and leads to distortion. DCT based on the discrete Fourier trans-

form with a symmetrisation process (Denis et al., 2002) reduces this feature, but does

not allow for full elimination. This process will be implemented by using the original func-

tion as a mirror image before applying the Fourier transform. Then this special Fourier

transform is called the discrete cosine transform (DCT), employed as filter procedure in

scale separation of mean flow within HBL.

An algorithm of spectral computation has been coded, based on an earlier (Denis

et al., 2002) study, which used a discrete cosine transform (DCT) (Ahmed and Rao,

1974) to convert grid point fields into spectral fields. The advantage of DCT is that,

unlike spectral computations based on Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), the meteorological

fields do not need any trend removal to ensure periodicity (Erico, 1985). Moreover, (Denis

et al., 2002) has shown that there is no aliasing on the large scale. Considering the typical

resolution for an operational NWP model for hurricane forecast is about 1∼2km, we choose

a cut-off wavelength L′c=1500m in DCT to decompose the flow in LES data into small-

scale (Ls ≤1500m) and large-scale (Ll ≥1500m) flows. As indicated in Fig. 4.1.1, the

flows with scales between the cut-off wavelength L′c=1500m and the grid size Lc=62m

are defined as Sub-Filter-Scale (SFS) turbulence. Chapter 3 has shown that the LES
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has resolved the most energetic SFS motions. But they are SGS processes for a NWP

model thus parameterization schemes are required to represent their effects on resolved

scales. Assuming the SGS turbulent effect in the LES (L ≤62m) on the large-scale flow

(L ≥1500m) is negligible comparing to the SFS motions, we can then evaluate the SGS

parameterization schemes by comparing the parameterized turbulent stresses to those

directly calculated using the SFS motions.

KKcK’c

ũ′

˜̃u′

ũ

E(K)

u′ = U− ũ

u′

SFS SGSResolved Scale

Figure 4.1.1: Scale separation of the flow with cut-off wavenumber K′c = 2π/L′c , where

L′c=cut-off wavelength(meters) and Kc=grid scale wavenumber (unit: m−1)

Figure 4.1.2, shows the structure of small-scale turbulent energetic eddies at model

level-1 obtained after spectral decomposition of the flow using DCT filtering. The spectral

filtering shows the intensity and structure of small-scale turbulent eddies are non-negligible,

with maximum wind speed ≈ 40ms−1. It is imperative to represent the influence of these

turbulent eddies effectively into turbulence parametrization schemes in order to improve

the hurricane intensity forecasting.
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Figure 4.1.2: Spectral decomposition of mean flow into SFS Ls < 1500 and filtered large-scale

Ll > 1500m, where X and Y-axis denotes the distance (unit: km) from the hurricane centre.
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4.2 Turbulence characteristics of HBL

The PBL is the region of the atmosphere near the surface where the influence of the

surface is felt through exchange of momentum, heat and moisture. The equations which

describe the large-scale evolution of the atmosphere do not take into account the interac-

tion with the surface. The turbulent motion responsible for this interaction is small-scale

and totally sub-grid for current models and therefore needs to be parameterized. Hence,

detail study of the turbulence structure is crucial to the parametrization of the hurricane

boundary layer.

The WRF-LES experiment provided the data sets that contain resolved vertical and

horizontal turbulence throughout the hurricane boundary layer. In this section, the ver-

tical profiles of mean quantities and turbulent fluxes of velocity, heat and moisture are

investigated by using the WRF-LES data in order to understand the dominant scales of

variability related to the turbulent fluxes.

4.2.1 Vertical Structures of Turbulent Fluxes

The comparison of the vertical profiles of momentum, heat and moisture fluxes has been

done by calculating the SFS turbulence fluxes. The fluxes of momentum, heat and hu-

midity have been calculated using the eddy correlation method as follows:

τ̂ = ρ(−w ′u′ î− w ′v ′ ĵ), (4.1)

H = ρcpw ′θ′, (4.2)

E = ρLvw ′q′ (4.3)

where prime indicates SFS turbulent fluctuations; u’, v’, w’, θ′ and q’ represent radial,

azimuthal and vertical wind components, potential temperature, and specific humidity, re-

spectively (until specified so); ρ represents the air density; cp the specific heat at constant

pressure; Lv the latent heat of vaporization; and an overbar represents the averages over

the entire domain for every model level. The large SFS turbulent momentum fluxes near

the surface are caused by the small-scale turbulence generated by the strong wind shear
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in the surface layer. On the other hand, the resolved turbulence is responsible for most of

the heat and moisture transport. The momentum fluxes in the azimuthal direction are the

largest among the variances except for the upper part of the HBL Fig. 4.2.1(a) and (b).

All the momentum fluxes have a maximum values near the surface and decrease with

increasing height. The vertical flux of the azimuthal velocity v ′w ′ has a minimum right

above the surface and increases linearly to zero near the top of the HBL. This negative

correlation infers that the azimuthal velocity tends to be stronger (weaker) in the down-

draft (updraft) regions throughout the HBL. The vertical flux of the radial velocity u′w ′

is negative in most of the HBL, but shows positive values below few hundred meters from

the surface in the HBL. The minimum of u′w ′ appears near the middle of the HBL. The

distribution of the correlation u′v ′ is of a nearly reversed shape for that of u′w ′.
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Figure 4.2.1: Vertical profiles of total SFS momentum fluxes.
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4.3 TKE Budget

Evolution of the turbulence in the HBL assumes special importance because it plays a

major role in the transportation of the heat and moistures from the surface to the higher

levels of the atmosphere. Turbulent kinetic energy, which is a measure of turbulence in

the atmosphere, is directly related to the transport of momentum, heat, and moisture

through the boundary layer. Thus, understanding the variation of the individual budget

components is crucial for energy exchange mechanism within HBL. The TKE budget

equation is commonly used to parameterize turbulent properties of the surface layer in large

scale atmospheric models (Frenzen and Vogel, 1992). The TKE budget associates the

local storage of turbulence to the shear production, buoyancy production, dissipation, and

the transport processes and has numerous applications in both empirical and computational

modeling in boundary-layer meteorology (Holza and Robins, 2004).

A study of the TKE budget under unstable conditions and convective conditions is im-

portant for understanding the structure of HBL. It was found in (Caughey and Wyngaard,

1979) that in the unstable surface layer, all terms in the TKE budget are considerable, and

TKE generated through buoyancy forces is transported out of the boundary Layer (BL),

while the dissipation rate can be regarded as an approximation of the sum of mechanical

production and the residual terms of TKE budget. Results at different sites about TKE

budget and dissipation are emphasizing the importance of various TKE terms during con-

vective situations and the necessity to be included in numerical weather prediction models,

particularly in models that resolve mesoscale structures (Tyagi and Satyanarayana, 2013).

The high-resolution data generated by WRF-LES allow us to diagnose the budget of

variance and covariance of the resolved turbulence. To study the nature of turbulence

production and destruction within HBL; we have estimated the TKE budget by using

following formula (Zhu, 2008).

∂e

∂t
= −Ũj

∂e

∂xj
− u ′iu

′
j

∂Ũi
∂xj

+
g

θ

(
w ′θ′v

)
−
∂u

′
je

∂xj
−

1

ρ

∂u
′
jp
′

∂xi
− ε, (4.4)

u
′

i and Ũi(i = x, y , z) is the SFS and filtered large-scale velocity components resp. along

three directions in Cartesian coordinates and p’ is the SFS pressure. The overbar repre-
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sents the domain and time mean of a generic variable, where e is the turbulent kinetic

energy and defined as e = 1
2
u
′2
i , and ε is the dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy.

Equation (4.4) has been written following Einstein summation convention.

The left hand side of Eq. (4.4) is the local rate of change of TKE or Storage term,

terms on the right-hand side of the equation represent the TKE advection, shear pro-

duction, buoyancy production, turbulent transport, pressure correlation or mechanical

production, and dissipation rate. An examination of the terms in the turbulent kinetic

energy equation could help our understanding of the nature of turbulent production and

destruction in the boundary layer. The terms which has not been calculated from the LES

data (i.e. the dissipation rate (ε)) have been lumped together to form a residual term

(RTKE) which takes on the value required to satisfy the Eq. (4.4).

The TKE is one of the most important variables because it measures the intensity of

turbulence. It is directly related to the momentum, heat and moisture transport from the

surface through the boundary layer. Combining all the terms computed using Eq. (4.4),

Fig. 4.3.1 shows the TKE budgets of the hurricane boundary layer averaged over 90

seconds for the domain size of 15kmx15km.

Figure 4.3.1 shows that the TKE budget is primarily dominated by the shear pro-

duction because of the strong hurricane shear environment but decreases rapidly with

increasing altitude in the lower half of the boundary layer. The magnitude of the shear

production term decreases with height because of the weak gradient of velocity stress

tensors and the decrease in wind shear with height.

The most remarkable feature shown in the TKE budget is the large advection term,

which nearly balances the shear production term. The large advection is caused by the

combination of the strong hurricane winds and an inhomogeneity of SFS turbulent winds.

The magnitude of advection of SFS turbulent kinetic energy by the mean winds is neg-

ative upto ∼ 300m height and became positive afterwards with increasing altitude. The

horizontal momentum fluxes are stronger than the vertical momentum fluxes within the

lower 300m of the HBL and transport turbulent kinetic energy in a horizontal direction.

These fluxes act like a sink of TKE. Above 300m altitude, the vertical fluxes seem to

be the more dominant turbulent fluxes and transport turbulent kinetic energy in upward
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Figure 4.3.1: Vertical profiles of TKE budget terms

direction by the resolved velocity and acts like a source of TKE. Direct measurements

and observations are not available for measuring advection terms within HBL but we can

speculate that the advection term is important source of turbulent kinetic energy within

HBL.

At the lowest level, the buoyancy term is generally an order of magnitude smaller

than the shear production and advection terms, and while the latter decreases rapidly

with height the buoyancy production term changes little with height and indicates a near-

neutrality of the boundary layer. The most important part of the buoyancy term is the flux

of virtual potential temperature w ′θ′v , which measures the flux of heat. At intermediate

and higher levels the buoyancy production is the dominant term because of the larger

moisture flux.

The pressure correlation term decreases with increasing altitude and is one order

of magnitude smaller than the rest of the TKE budget terms. In general the pressure

correlation term not only acts to redistribute TKE within boundary later, but it can also

drain energy out of boundary layer (Stull, 1988).
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The transport terms are usually assumed to be small, but it has been seen here that

the sum of the pressure correlation term and the nonlinear local turbulent transport term

is an important source for the turbulent kinetic energy. On a local scale the turbulent

transport term acts like either a production or loss, depending upon whether there is a

flux convergence or divergence, so overall this term does not create or destroy TKE, it

just moves or distributes TKE from one location to another (Stull, 1988). The turbulent

transport term represents the flux divergence of TKE for a layer since it depends on

the vertical gradient of the TKE flux. So, for a given layer, if more flux is entering the

layer than leaving it, and there is a net convergence of the vertical flux, then the TKE

of the layer will necessarily increase. The magnitude of the turbulent transport term is

non-negligible within the lower 500m of the HBL and compares to other terms of TKE

budget.
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4.4 Computation of Explicit SFS stresses

To investigate influence of turbulent eddies smaller than the grid size of current operational

models with a cut off wavelength (L′c=1500m) similar to the grid size of operational

models has been chosen to separate flows using DCT, as described in section 4.1. Low-

pass filtering the incompressible Navier-Stoke’s equations result in:

∂ũ

∂xi
= 0, (4.5)

∂ũi
∂t

+
∂ũiuj
∂xj

= −
∂

∂xi

(
p̃

ρ

)
+ ν

∂2ũi
∂x2j

(4.6)

where ϕ̃ denotes a time, spatial or ensemble averaged or filtered variable. The filtered

second-order momentum involves problems related to closure because this term consists

of an unknown filtered product of velocities (ũiuj). Rewriting this term results in:

ũiuj = ũi ũj + τi j , τi j = (ũiuj − ũi ũj) , (4.7)

where τi j is the sub-filter kinematic Reynolds stress tensor:

τi j =


τ11 τ12 τ13

τ21 τ22 τ23

τ31 τ32 τ33

 (4.8)

The stress tensor is split into an isotropic part(normal stresses τi i , changing the volume)

and a deviatoric part (τi j with i 6= j , deforming the volume) where the isotropic part is

absorbed in a modified pressure πi :

τi j = (ũiuj − ũi ũj)−
2

3
δi je, (4.9)

πi =
p̃

ρ
+

2

3
e, (4.10)

where δi j is the Kronecker delta and ’e’ the sub-filter kinetic energy:

e =
1

2
τi i =

1

2
(ũiuj − ũi ũj) , (4.11)
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Substitution of equations (4.9) - (4.11) into Eq. (4.6) results in:

∂ũi
∂t

+
∂ũi ũj
∂xj

= −
∂π

∂xi
+ ν

∂2ũi
∂x2j
−
∂τi j
∂xj

, (4.12)

Which still leaves τi j as an unknown variable and must be parametrized. To estimate the

total stress due to interaction among the whole spectral range of turbulence; Leonard

(1974) decomposed these stress tensors as

τi j = Li j + Ci j + Ri j = ũiuj − ũi ũj (4.13)

Where,

Li j = ˜̃ui ũj − ũi ũj ,
Ci j = ˜̃uiu ′j − ˜̃uju ′i ,

Ri j = ũ
′
iu
′
j

the physical interpretation for each term is given as follows; the Leonard stress tensor Li j ,

represents interaction among large scales, the Reynolds stress-like term Ri j , represents

interactions among the SFS, and the Cross-Stress Tensor Ci j , represents cross-scale in-

teractions between large and SFS turbulence. In the current study, we have used sharp

cut-off filter in the wavenumber space to separate the hurricane winds into small-scale

and large-scale. The stress tensor terms Ci j and Li j are identically zero, because of the

implementation of sharp cut-off filter (Winckelmans et al., 1996). Therefore, the stress

tensor can be explicitly computed using the SFS motions.
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4.5 Estimation of SFS stress tensor using turbulence parameter-

ization schemes

The spatial discretization of the WRF physical-space diffusion operators for the horizontal

and vertical momentum equations are

∂U

∂t
= . . . −

[
∂τ11
∂x

+
∂τ12
∂y
−
∂(Zxτ11 + Zyτ12)

∂z

]
−
∂τ13
∂z

∂V

∂t
= . . . −

[
∂τ12
∂x

+
∂τ22
∂y
−
∂(Zxτ12 + Zyτ22)

∂z

]
−
∂τ23
∂z

∂W

∂t
= . . . −

[
∂τ13
∂x

+
∂τ23
∂y
−
∂(Zxτ13 + Zyτ23)

∂z

]
−
∂τ33
∂z

(4.14)

Zx = g−1δxφ and Zy = g−1δyφ are the metric terms defined on w levels, and (Zx , Zy) are

horizontally coincident with U and V. The components of stress tensors can be written as

follows:

τ11 = −µdKhD11 τ12 = −µdKhD12 τ13 = −µdKvD13

τ22 = −µdKhD22 τ23 = −µdKvD23 τ33 = −µdKvD33
(4.15)

Where Kh, Kv are horizontal and vertical eddy viscosities respectively. Symmetry sets the

remaining tensor values; τ21 = τ12, and τ31 = τ13, and τ32 = τ23. The stress tensor τ is

calculated from the deformation tensor D. The continuous deformation tensor is defined

as;

D11 = 2

[
∂u

∂x
− Zx

∂u

∂z

]
D22 = 2

[
∂v

∂y
− Zy

∂v

∂z

]
D33 = 2

∂w

∂z

D12 =

[
∂u

∂y
− Zy

∂u

∂z
+
∂v

∂x
− Zx

∂v

∂z

]
D13 =

[
∂w

∂x
− Zx

∂w

∂z
+
∂u

∂z

]
D23 =

[
∂w

∂y
− Zy

∂w

∂z
+
∂v

∂z

]
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The deformation tensor is symmetric, hence D21 = D12, D31 = D13, and D32 = D23. In

WRF-ARW, the eddy viscosity Kh and Kv can be determined in three closure schemes,

namely 2D Smagorinsky closure, 3D Smagorinsky closure, and prognostic TKE closure.

Horizontal eddy viscosity Kh can be determined from the horizontal deformation using a

Smagorinsky first-order closure. In these formulation, the eddy viscosity is defined as

Kh = C2s l
2
[
0.25 (D11 −D22)2 +D212

] 1
2 (4.16)

The deformation tensor components have been defined in the previous section. The length

scale is l = (∆x∆y)1/2 and Cs is a dimensionless number called as Smagorinsky Constant.

This option is most often used with a planetary boundary layer scheme that independently

handles the vertical mixing. The real case simulation in Ch. 2 has used this option.

4.5.1 3D Smagorinsky Closure

The horizontal and vertical eddy viscosity (Kv) can be determined using a 3D Smagorinsky

turbulence closure. This closure specifies the eddy viscosities as

Kh,v = C2s l
2
h,vmax

[
0.,
(
D2 − P−1r N2

)1/2]
, (4.17)

where

D2 =
1

2

[
D211 +D222 +D233

]
+D212 +D213 +D223, (4.18)

and N is the Brunt-Väisälä frequency. An isotropic length scale when (∆x,∆y ' ∆z) can

be estimated by lh = (∆x∆y∆z)1/3; whereas for an anisotropic turbulence (∆x,∆y >>

∆z), the horizontal length scale lh = (∆x∆y)1/2 and vertical length scale lv = ∆z for

estimation of Kh and Kv respectively.
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4.5.2 Prognostic TKE Closure

For the predicted turbulent kinetic energy (TKE), the eddy viscosities are computed using

Kh,v = Ck lh,v
√
e, (4.19)

where e is the TKE (a prognostic variable in the scheme), Ck is a constant (typically

0.15 < Ck < 0.25, and lh,v is the length scale. An isotropic turbulence length scale be

determined from,

lh,v = min
[

(∆x∆y∆z)1/3 , 0.76
√
e/N

]
f orN2 > 0,

lh,v = (∆x∆y∆z)1/3 f orN2 ≤ 0

(4.20)

An anisotropic turbulence length scale can be determined follows;

lv = min
[
∆z, 0.76

√
e/N

]
f orN2 > 0,

lv = ∆z f orN2 ≤ 0.
(4.21)

By substituting SFS stress tensor computed using Eq. (4.13) and (4.15) into the last term

of equation (4.12) or (4.14) we can investigate the momentum transfer due to stresses.

Also, we can compare the parameterized and explicitly computed stresses to examine the

contribution of each in the evolution of large-scale flow/eddies.
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4.6 Comparison of parameterized and explicit SFS turbulences

As discussed in section 4.4, by using Eq. (4.12) and (4.14), the gradient of SFS turbulence

stress tensor (
∂τi j
∂xj

) ( where τi j is the SFS turbulence stress tensor, xj the direction (x,y,z) in

Cartesian coordinates) have been computed explicitly using the WRF-ARW model turbu-

lence parameterization schemes. For the numerical simulations where the model grid-size

(∆) is same as the filter scale (L′c), the total stress becomes the sub-grid scale tur-

bulence stress, which will then need to be parameterized. For convenience in hurricane

dynamics, the gradient of SFS turbulence stress tensor can be transformed from Cartesian

coordinates to cylindrical coordinates with the radial (r), azimuthal (θ) and vertical (z)

directions.

Figure 4.6.1: Gradient of SFS stress tensors (unit: ms−2) along azimuthal direction estimated

at ∼ 120m above the surface, the X and Y-axis represents the distance (unit: km) from the

hurricane center.

Figures 4.6.1 and 4.6.2, shows the gradients of SFS turbulence stress tensor (
∂τi j
∂xj

)

along tangential and radial direction respectively at height ∼ 120m from the surface. The

magnitude of the explicitly computed (
∂τi j
∂xj

) is two order larger than that of turbulence
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parameterization schemes (Smagorinsky-2D (τsmg2)
1, Smagorinsky-3D (τsmg3) and TKE-

1.5 order closure (τtke)). Note that Smagorinsky-2D scheme only contains horizontal

turbulence mixing, while the other two include vertical mixing.

The structure of estimated (
∂τi j
∂xj

) using parameterization schemes is very smooth and

coarse. In contrast, the structure of explicitly estimated (
∂τi j
∂xj

) shows much finer scale

and energetic eddies within the HBL. The difference in structure is expected because

the parameterization schemes use the filtered motions sampled on a grid with resolution

similar to filtered scale i.e. ∆x = L′c=1500m and SFS motions on a grid with ∆x=62m

respectively (c.f. Fig. 4.1.2). Even though the winds in the filtered scale are larger, their

gradients are not as strong as that of the SFS winds.

Figure 4.6.2: Same as Fig. 4.6.1 but along radial direction.

Figures 4.6.3 and 4.6.4, shows the vertical structure of the azimuthal mean (
∂τi j
∂xj

)

in the azimuthal and radial directions respectively. Taking the azimuthal mean indicates

1In WRF-ARW model, the τsmg2 turbulence parametrization scheme estimates the turbulence mixing

along horizontal direction only, while vertical mixing has been taken care by the Planetary Boundary Layer

(PBL) schemes. In the current study, for τsmg2 turbulence parametrization scheme, the gradient of turbulent

stress tensor along horizontal direction has been computed only
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the effect of turbulence on the mean azimuthal and radial winds. The azimuthal mean

(
∂τi j
∂xj

) computed explicitly and by using parameterization schemes have approximately the

same order of magnitude, but the explicitly computed (
∂τi j
∂xj

) shows very strong and coher-

ent turbulent eddies within HBL. The azimuthal mean (
∂τi j
∂xj

) in the azimuthal direction is

negative upto =100-200m from the surface. Note that the horizontal or vertical deriva-

tives of the stresses give the momentum sinks/sources. The SFS turbulence tend to slow

down the near surface mean azimuthal wind but accelerate the wind immediately above

the surface layer. The magnitude of the azimuthal mean (
∂τi j
∂xj

) in the azimuthal direction

estimated using Smagorinsky-2D and Smagorinsky-3D parameterization schemes are rela-

tively weaker in magnitude compared to the explicit and TKE-1.5 order closure azimuthal

mean. The main acceleration/deceleration occurs in HBL.

Figure 4.6.3: Vertical structure of the azimuthal mean gradients of SFS and parameterized

stress tensors along azimuthal direction (color shading) and the mean azimuthal wind (contour

intervals 10 ms−2). X-axis represents the hurricane radius (unit: km).

Figure 4.6.4 shows that the explicit SFS turbulence mixing tends to slow down the

radial inflow near surface and the returning radial outflow. The SGS parameterization

schemes produce similar patterns in the surface layer within HBL, but their magnitudes
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Figure 4.6.4: Same as Fig. 4.6.3 but along radial direction, Contours are azimuthal mean radial

wind plotted at -30, -20, -10, -5, 5, and 10 ms−2, positive values in black, and negative values in

white.

are not nearly as strong, especially the deceleration of the inflow (positive tendency).

The vertical profile of mean gradient stress tensor along azimuthal and radial directions

are shown in Fig. 4.6.5. The vertical profile of the averaged gradient of the explicit SFS

stress tensor along the azimuthal direction is negative upto ∼ 250m height within HBL

and becomes positive afterwards till ∼ 1000m height. In the radial direction, the explicit

SFS turbulence diffusion decelerates the radial inflow below ∼ 150m and accelerates the

radial outflow above it until about 1000m. These results are consistent with a recent study

by Rotunno and Bryan (2012) who revisited the rotating flow boundary layer problem. It

was solved analytically by Bödewadt in 1940 Schlichting (1996) and Kuo (1971) showed

the turbulence tends to counteract the mean circulation.

In contrast, the TKE-1.5 order closure scheme produces too much turbulence dissipa-

tion on the azimuthal wind while the dissipation produces by of 2D-Smagorinsky scheme

is negligible. The 3D smagorinsky scheme matches the magnitude of the explicit value,

but it fails to generate positive tendency above the surface layer. The TKE-1.5 order SGS
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parameterization scheme and explicit SFS turbulence on average decelerate strong near

surface inflow but the TKE scheme is too dissipative just above the surface layer. Reducing

diffusivities in the TKE scheme maybe one simple remedy to improve the representation

of the turbulence effects on the mean flow.
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Figure 4.6.5: Vertical profile of mean gradient of stress tensor (unit: ms−2) along azimuthal

and radial direction over the entire domain of size 15x15km
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4.7 Computation of mixing length scale (lh,v)

The most popular and widely used turbulence parameterization schemes (viz. Smagorin-

sky model in the context with WRF-ARW model) have a few shortcomings (dependent

on the empirical constant Cs , also these schemes can not capture the energy backscat-

ter or upscale energy cascading effect) and perform well for isotropic and statistically

homogeneous turbulence. The HBL structure is very different from normal atmospheric

boundary layer, because HBL is associated with strong winds and intense turbulent ex-

change of heat, moisture and momentum between Air-Sea interface. This could be the

possible reason for poor performance of Smagorinsky turbulence parametrization schemes

within HBL. As indicated in the previous section, a simple remedy to improve turbulence

representation in the Smagorinsky scheme is to change its diffusivity. It can be done by

changing the Smagorinsky constant Cs or the mixing length scale lh,v . In this section, the

proper turbulence mixing length scale will be estimated using the SFS motions.

The mixing length scale (lh,v) is a virtual scale in numerical models and is quantitatively

smaller than the energy-containing scale of turbulent eddies. The distinction between

these two scales is a useful reminder for the modeling community on the representation of

small-scale turbulence in hurricanes. The mixing length (lh) relates the eddy-viscosity(Kh)

coefficient with the turbulent velocity as described in section 4.5. In the WRF-ARW

model the horizontal mixing length scale lh is typically represented by the grid size i.e.

lh = (∆x∆y)1/2, lv = (∆x∆y∆z)1/3. Representation of mixing length in terms of grid size

is not a good approximation as discussed in Chapter 2, because Cs acts as a ratio of a

mixing length scale lh to a grid scale,Cs = lh/∆. It has been observed in Chapter 2 that

simulations with a fixed grid length showed a strong dependence on Cs , because large

values Cs produced weak hurricanes and vice versa.

The simplest model proposed by Smagorinsky (1963) has been used to compute the

horizontal mixing length scale, utilizing filtered velocity and explicitly computed stresses.

The linear eddy-viscosity model proposed by Smagorinsky (1963), is given as

τi j = −2νrS (4.22)
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where S is the characteristic filtered rate of strain determined from S = (2Si jSi j)
1/2, where

Si j is filtered rate-of-strain tensor given by

Si j =
1

2

(
∂Ũi
∂xj

+
∂Ũj
∂xi

)
(4.23)

where Ũi j is large-scale filtered velocity and νr is the eddy-viscosity of the SFS motions.

By analogy with the mixing-length hypothesis, the eddy-viscosity is modelled as

νr = l2hS = (Cs∆)2 S, (4.24)

where Cs is Smagorinsky constant.

In order to compute lh, we explicitly computed SFS turbulence stress tensor τi j , and

substitute it into equation (4.22) to compute eddy viscosity. The mixing length has

been estimated by substituting eddy-viscosity into equation (4.24) for Cs = 0.25 (we are

assuming here Cs = 0.25, which is a default value for Smagorinsky Constant in WRF-ARW

model).

The estimated average value of horizontal mixing length scale is Lh ∼3000m within

1km of the HBL. Note that our definition of Lh is different from the estimated value of

mixing length lh by (Zhang and Montgomery (2012), eq. 5), because in WRF model lh

has estimated by a factor of Cs i.e., lh = CsLh = 0.25x3000 ∼ 750m. The estimated

value of lh using WRF-LES is consistent with the estimated value of lh ∼700m, lh ∼1.5km

by Zhang and Montgomery (2012) from aircraft observations and Rotunno and Bryan

(2012) from axisymmetric model respectively.

From both theoretical and practical perspectives, the observational evidence suggests

that a constant horizontal mixing length may be adequate in simple theoretical models and

in numerical hurricane models. The horizontal mixing length is approximately 7 times the

vertical mixing length (Zhang and Montgomery, 2012). The estimated horizontal eddy

diffusivity (as discussed in section 4.5) is found to increase somewhat with wind speed. The

lh ∼ 750m is the average mixing length estimated over the hurricane eyewall region where

winds are very strong, so that, this value would appeared to be the reasonable estimates

of lh to used for the hurricane forecasting with gridlength ∼ 3km if the Cs = 0.25. In the
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real case simulation in Ch. 2, a reasonable Cs should be 0.56 since the grid resolution is

1.33 km. However the simulation with the closest Cs value (0.5) did not produce the best

intensity forecast. It suggests that physical processes other than HBL turbulence are also

important in determining the hurricane intensity.
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5
Summary and Future Scope

We have used the WRF-ARW model to investigate the sensitivity of turbulence on hurri-

cane intensity and track by simulating a real case Hurricane Danielle(2010). It has been

observed that the intensity for Hurricane Danielle(2010) are sensitive to both the model

resolution (∆x) and horizontal mixing length scale (lh). If the model resolution is higher,

WRF-ARW produces strong hurricane and vice versa. Similarly, it has been also observed

that, as the magnitude of lh decreases by keeping minimum Cs , the intensity of the simu-

lated hurricane increases and vice versa. The significant changes has not been observed in

the simulated tracks of Hurricane Danielle(2010) with respect to the variations of ∆x and

Cs . The vertical structures of simulated Hurricane Danielle(2010) change dramatically

with the varying Cs . When Cs is small, the vertical structure of the azimuthal component

of wind velocity is relatively compact and strong because the near surface radial winds

produce stronger convergence and in turn the hurricane becomes more intense. For large

values of Cs the depth of radial inflow of winds is taller but the convergence in the eyewall

is weaker compared to lower values Cs . The formation of secondary eyewall has been also

observed for the smaller values of Cs in the simulation of Hurricane Danielle(2010). In

summary, the WRF-ARW model simulated Hurricane Danielle(2010) intensity forecasting

shows sensitivity to the horizontal turbulence mixing.

It is until the grid resolution increases to ∆x = 62m the the kinetic energy spectra

has clearly produced the inertial subrange region where the turbulence has considered to

be statistically steady, homogeneous and cascade down the large scale TKE to the small

scales. The largest scale of the energetic eddy which cascades the TKE to the smaller-

scales has found to be of the size ≈ 3.5km. The kinetic energy spectra for the coarser
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domain with resolution ∆x = 1.67m down to ∆x = 550m had failed to capture the inertial

subrange region possibly because of an inefficiency of the turbulence parameterization

schemes to capture the turbulent eddies. The WRF-LES produced the energy spectra and

cospectra for the heat, momentum and moisture flux within the HBL, among which the

momentum fluxes had been able to capture the inertial subrange region, while moisture and

heat flux cospectra has not able to capture the -5/3 slope. The turbulence spectral analysis

of these physical parameters using WRF-LES data will provide valuable information and

direction towards improvement in the SGS parametrization schemes.

The measurements of various terms in the turbulent kinetic energy budget imply that

the major source/sink terms of the turbulent kinetic energy are the shear production and

advection terms. But much of the shear production is compensated for by advection due

to the strong hurricane winds and inhomogeneity. The TKE budget indicates that the

contribution of buoyancy and pressure transport terms are not very significant within HBL.

The least measured/observed advection term is very significant and acts as TKE source

in the upper level of HBL.

The effect of SGS turbulence eddies on the hurricane intensity has been investi-

gated by comparing the gradient of stress tensors computed explicitly and by using

the Smagorinsky-2D, Smagorinsky-3D and TKE-1.5 order turbulence parameterization

schemes respectively. The magnitude of gradient of stress tensor
∂τi j
∂xj

on horizontal planes

estimated explicitly are two order larger than that of the turbulence parameterization

schemes. When the azimuthal average was taken, the parameterization schemes produce

momentum sources/sinks in the same order as the explicit SFS turbulence. In the ra-

dial direction, the explicit SFS turbulence diffusion decelerates the radial inflow in surface

layer and accelerates the radial outflow above it. In contrast, the TKE-1.5 order closure

scheme produce too much turbulence dissipation on the azimuthal wind, the 3D smagorin-

sky scheme matches the magnitude of the explicit value, but it fails to generate positive

tendency above the surface layer.

The estimated value of horizontal mixing length scale lh ∼ 750m has been computed

using explicit SFS turbulence and it is found to be consistent with the lh value found by

Rotunno and Bryan (2012) and also with the lh value estimated using aircraft observations
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(Zhang and Montgomery, 2012).

To summarize the thesis, the intensity and structure of the simulated hurricane is

very sensitive to the specification of the lh and ∆x , are significantly different from the

parametrized turbulence stresses. The spectra and co-spectra estimated from the wind,

heat and moisture fields in the LES of an idealized hurricane show that the energetic eddies

which have extracted the energy from the mean flow are ∼ 3km in size. A reasonable value

of estimated mixing length scale lh ∼ 750m should be used in order to improve hurricane

forecasting accuracy of the operational forecasting models. Irrespective of the increase

in the model resolution and change in turbulence mixing length scales, it seems that high

resolution modelling is not able to resolve effectively the large turbulent eddies between

∼ 750m − 3km in size, because the forecasting of real-case Hurricane Danielle(2010) is

not improve significantly with a high-resolution or a variation in the turbulence mixing

length scale. This suggests that we need to improve the parameterization schemes and

need a thorough understanding of turbulence characteristics and their effect on hurricane

intensity prediction. Turbulence is not solely responsible for the prediction of hurricane

and there are other factors which are responsible for controlling the hurricane intensity.
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5.1 Future Scope

The boundary layer turbulence is an important factor in overall hurricane dynamics which

plays a key role in determining the intensity and structure of the hurricane. However, it

has not been thoroughly investigated due to a lack of thorough understanding of dynamics

and physics within HBL and direct observations of HBL. The inefficiency of the numerical

models to do accurate forecasting of hurricanes with increasing resolution noted here might

be related to deficiencies in the sub-grid scale models. The current study also shows that

the role of SFS turbulence plays a very significant role within HBL. The current boundary

layer schemes significantly overestimate the HBL turbulent transport apparently due to

the fact that the parameterizations do not have a very robust mechanism to include the

effects of the SFS turbulence.

An avenue for the future research is to study the role of turbulence in the hurricane

intensity by modifying the current turbulence parameterization schemes or developing new

parameterization schemes. Following are a few suggestions which could be focused more

in the near future to improve the hurricane intensity forecasting;

1. Dynamic Smagorinsky model: One major drawback of the eddy viscosity subgrid

scale stress models (current parameterization schemes in WRF-ARW model) is their

over-reliance on a Smagorinsky constant Cs and their inefficiency to represent the

effects of turbulent accurately in a hurricane environment. An eddy viscosity model

developed by Germano et al. (1991) which overcomes many of these drawbacks of

the schemes viz. backscatter-energy cascade, reliance on Cs , too much dissipation of

energy etc. In the Dynamic Smagorinsky model, the model coefficient is computed

dynamically as the calculation progresses rather than input apriori (Germano et al.,

1991). This model’s performance found to be reasonably better than the current

WRF-ARW turbulence models (Smagorinsky-2D and Smagorinsky-3D) (Kirkpatrick

et al., 2006). The Dynamic Smagorinsky model can be implement into WRF-ARW

model to evaluate the accuracy of the hurricane intensity forecasting.

2. Testing of LEC model suggested by Zhu (2008) showed that current parameteriza-

tion schemes do not have a mechanism to include the effect of hurricane boundary
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layer Large Eddy Circulations. He proposed a updraft-downdraft statistical model

which can be used to develop parameterizations that can be potentially implemented

in weather forecasting models to parameterize the fluxes induced by the HBL LECs.

Model proposed by Zhu (2008), can be developed and test for hurricane environ-

ment.
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